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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we obtained a generalization of the Oka-Weil approximation

theorem over a polynomial polyhedron [7], using as a basic tool a Montessus-

type theorem. In the present paper, we attempt to extend our earlier

result to an analytic polyhedral subset in some Stein manifold X. A sheaf

theoretical approach makes it possible to gain access to certain essential

morphisms that facilitate the proof of our main theorem.

The classical Oka-Weil theorem asserts the following:

Theorem 1.1 Let K be any compact polynomially convex subset of a domain

0 c Cn. Let JP ba any polynomial polyhedron neighbourhood of K.

Then V f € (2(P) 3 a sequence {Pm}ra of polynomials such that as

m •+ •» , P -+ f uniformly on K.

The following generalization to Stein manifolds is the result that

inspired our own extension of the result in (4] (see also [5]).

Theorem 1.2 Let K be any compact holoroorphically convex subset of a Stein

manifold X; and let ^) be an analytic polyhedron neighbourhood of K.

Then * f € Ccsfl1) 3 a sequence of holomorphic functions {f } on &j suchp l u m p
that f -» f uniformly on K as m •+ ™.

m

Our generalizations of these theorems replace holomorphic functions

with meromorphic functions. Since meromorphic functions 'mark' domains

with their non localizable polar sets, in our generalizations, the conclusions

of our theorems also involve a 'marker' from the polar sets of the sequences

that converge to meromorphic limits. This is an essential difference between

the holomorphic and the meromorphic cases.

Our previous result [7] asserted the following!

v g N n be fixed. Let K be a compact polynomially

f > k . Suppose f 6/l/[ (n^
k) w i t n its polar set defined

0 in J^n , where qs is a normalized poly-Cqv o A K z )

Theorem 1.3 Let

convex subset of

by qf (

nomial in Cn+k and its multiple degree v, minimal so that fq" f c6-J£ (£ 0 > -

Then 3 a (v, v )-URA type sequence {""Jj(z)}y where ii^(.z)

Pn^(z)/Qnk(z) such that as y1 •* ~

(i) n n

(ii)
nk(z) •+ f(z) uniformly on



The above theorem carries too much of the flavour of a Montessus-

type result and in a sense somewhat obscures the true potential of the

generalization. Our new extension is much more direct and as such the

applicability of the result in any other area becomes clear.

Theorem l.A Let K be any compact holomorphically convex subset of a Stein

manifold X. Let J$ be an analytic polyhedral neighbourhood of K.

), 3 {f } a sequence of meromorphic functions inThen V f £ 7tl'

TTl ' < S<) ) such t h a t as m •+

CD z(fm
x) nstp -• zCf'

1

(ii) M f uniformly on

Here Z(-) denotes the zero set of whatever function is considered;

and *JYt'(^ ) stands for a subring of meromorphic sections/functions on 9i

and it is defined in Section 2.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in many books on several complex

variables (SCV) including [2], [41 and [5]j that of Theorem 1.2 is in [2]

and [A]. The proof of Theorem 1.4 is deferred until Section 3.

The paper is divided into three sections. The first consists of

the introduction, Section 2 contains most of the notations and definitions

as well as the statement of a modified Montessus-type theorem. Section 3

discusses the main machinery for proving Theorem 1.4.

2. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND OTHER PRELIMINARIES

By a Stein manifold X of dimension n, we mean an n-dimensional

complex manifold with a countable topology that satisfies the following:

(i) X is holomorphically convex

i.e. K c x compact -> K: - {z 6 X: |f(z) |s ||f ||Ks V f £ X©(X)} c X

(ii) X is holomorphically separable

i.e. for any points Wj * « 2 6 X, 3 f£ X 0 ( X ) such that

f(wL) * fCw2)

(iii) X has local coordinates defined by analytic functions.

By „ & and v^*^ > we mean the structure sheaf of germs of holo-

snorphie functions on X and the sheaf of germs of meromorphic functions on

X. We let X # ( X )
 and

 XTJ*?CX> denote the respective spaces of holomorphic

and meromorphic sections over X.
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The holomorphic map

.N n < N * 2n+l

where z - (Zj, .... z ) are local coordinates in X and g. €. X

j • 1 N, is a regular embedding with rank | jj~ = n everywhere in

X. The map has a closed range in I and it is proper in the sense that

(Kelt 1 1 compact A."1(K) is compact in X.

Let l"p: - N: |C,| < P, j - 1, ....
J

and 8 :

C, = gj(z)> ] • 1 B) is a closed subvariety of 4 . Moreover,

l4^ ( t) % b hunder A we have •* A( Jtp)
i s biholomorphic.

At this juncture, we bring in some basics relating to the central

tool, namely a Montessus-type result.

He let fc|: - (0, 1, 2, ...} and N N i - N x ... x N , N copies of P>

We introduce partial ordering "C on N as follows: V a, [S €. N ,

a 4 g <-> a, « 9j, j - 1, .... N.

Let a finite subset of (ij be defined by

Now let u, \> 6 H , we introduce another finite subset of N as

follows:

Definition 2.1 A subset E y

rational approxiroant if

(i) E^i -

(ii) V A €

U

of

: 0

is called an index set for a unique

(iii) The cardinality of E y u satisfies

S
0 +TT

(iv) Each axis of E M has a Fade index set.

Remark 2.1 The condition (ii) tells us that even though E and A^ are

disjoint, there is no gap between them. Secondly it implies the so-called

'rectangular rule' since X £ E y u =» E^ c E u v. The condition (iii) tells

N
us that |Aj 5 IT (̂  + 1) -1.
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Given u. \i £ N , we let be a class of rational functions

defined by quotients of two non-homogeneous polynomials of multiple degree

u In the numerator and v in the denominator as follows: for lj£ ( ,

+ 0, (Py. Qv) - 1 except C 6 1^} (2.1)

where Ip is the indeterminate set of P /Q . We denote by Z(-), the

zero set of whatever function under consideration.

There is a subspace ffl'ilf1) of the ring of meromorphic functions

T*y7(ipJ. that is used extensively in this paper. Its elements are character-

ized by the following:

), 3 a non-homogeneous polynomial q (z), normalized with1) ¥ F6 7]

minimal multiple degree v, say such that

- Z(qv) fl (2.2)

2) v re a neighbourhood of 0, <=c A N such that

Proposition 2.1 If W f is as given in 2 above for each FfiTJ7'(a ) and

if W = fl WF> then W is open.

Proof Suppose W = {0}, then 3 Fx € 7V7'(A
N) such that f^ is not

analytic at 0 contradicting 2. Thus W ^ {0}. Now since each F has

a power series converging on W, W must he open.

Corollary 2.2 rn '(
Definition 2.2 Let F £ W ( W ) , P (O/QV(C) €
rational approximant to F at 0, if

(i) 3 (tyOFCC) -

(ii) 3* ('

¥ X

TT(9

(2.3)

is called a (u, «)-

(2-A)

Here 3 = 3'

(2.5)

With respect to the index set of Definition 2.1, the rational approximants

of Definition 2.2 will be uniquely determined. This is because the linear
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system of equations arising from (2.5) with the normalization Qj.0) • 1

is guaranteed maximal rank TT (^J+D " 1 f o r a unique solution.

j-1 i

A unique rational approximant solution obtained from (2.4) and

(2.5) is called a unisolvent rational approximant (URA) if its dominator

non-homogeneous polynomial is normalized; such a (y, v) URA is denoted

by TT (C) (see [6], [71 and [8] for instance).

Next we state our recent version [9] of a Montessus-type theorem

which gets rid of the condition Fq € C(5p) in the earlier versions of

this theorem (see [6] and [7], for instance).

Theorem 2.3 Let v £ Np be fixed. Suppose f£ W ( i J ) and so 3 %

a non-hotnogeneous normalized polynomial of minimal multiple degree v such

that Z(F":) (1 Ap - Z(qy) n ajj. Then 3 a sequence {ituv}y of (y, v)-

URA to F at 0 such that as u' - min (u.) •+ »

(i) z(F"x) n

(ii) ir v •* F compactly in 4p\Z(F"1).

Here converging compactly simply means converging uniformly on compact

subsets.

3. OKA-WEIL APPROXIMATION

Let V(P|^ and 0 be the sheaves of germs of holomorphic

P a P

functions on fl and & respectively. As we saw in Section 2 h\$ p"

j -> g Is biholomorphic and therefore it induces in a canonical way an
P P

isomorphism

ft
(3.1)

Our task now is to establish some kind of morphism between and

Proposition 3.1 The morphism ) ) is an epimorphism.

The above proposition will follow if we can show that factorizes

into A and r*. an epimorphism as suggested by the commutative diagram
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U?>

(3.2)

The following lemma establishes that r* is an epimorphism.

Lemma 3.2 r*: (P(iN) •+ „ <p( g ) is an apimorphisro.

Proof Recall that
71

is closed in AN , id(J? ) - .J|AN an ideal sheaf
P P ** P g, ' P71 , n P P P g, P

of C/ |fi , being the sheaf of germs of holomorphic fvmct ions vanishing en g
With that we set up the following short exact sequence

rJ|i
N and

0 ->- .N .N

9 % f

are well-known to be coherent and that of

(3.3)

follows from (.3.3) and Serrea' three lemma. sss

the trivial extension of

that (3.3) becomes

0 + _ Jl

p p
must be coherent so

(3.4)

This induces a long exact sequence of the cohoraology groups; the latter are

made to vanish by Cartan's Theorem B beginnning with H'(A , rf Jjfi ) - Q,
P &0 P

h v
thus yielding

(3.5)

The desired result is immediate from the exactness of the sequence (3.5).

With this, the proof of Proposition 3.1 follows from (3.2).

By adjoining the result of Lemma 3.2 onto (3.1) we obtain the following

sequence

~- „&($ ) (3.6)
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It is this sequence that carries the information for proving the

Oka-Weil result until our attempt [7] to generalize to meromorphie cases.

Thus one must seek a meroroorphic analogue of (3.6) together with the

'marker' in terms of converging polar sets ranging from A to the analytic

polyhedron St in X. The following propositions prepare the way for an

extension of the isomorphism A .

Proposition 3.5 Given the maps p a canonical projection and A[ ^

biholomorphic such that

(3.7)

Then any zero set Z(h) of a holomorphic function h over A , ultimately

lifts to a zero set Z(hoA) over according as

Z(h) n Z(h) n
-1

z(h°A) n (3.8)

Proof We begin from the zero set Z(h) (1 § . We first show that any

element of Z(h) ft & is a projection under 0 from an element in

X £ Z(h) (1 fiZ(h) n

where the fibre space p

biholomorphic map A, 3

h(x)| •h(x)|
i - l ,

= 0

AN N

x e z(h) n Qp *-
<—> y £ Z(h»A) (1

p^

ye*,

A(y) € Z(h) n

P1

AN .". x £ Z(h) ft 4
p -1 p

such that y « A

l n - > h(A<y))L

-1(x).

0

Under the

Thus

<h=A)| .
A <

(y) = o

Proposition 3.6 Under the same mapping hypothesis involving (3.7) we obtain

Z(h )the ensuing; any zero set Z(h), polar set

minacy Z(h) n Z(h ) of a meromorphie function h over

lift to a zero set Z(h»A), a polar set Z((hoA)"1) and

and the set of indeter-

A , ultimately

"1)

Z(h=A) fl Z((h=A)"X) over so that (3.8) holds and in addition

ZO."1) n "1) nfi Z((h=A)"1) (1.

Z(h) n z(h) n
-1

-i
n z((h«A) x) n

The proof follows the same argument used in Proposition 3.5.

Proposition 3.7 The zero set, polar set and the set of indeterminacy of a
N N

meromorphie function h over 1 are nowhere dense in &
(See [3] and [1] for instance for proofs).
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Corollary 3.8 Every nowhere dense set of the three types in Proposition 3,7

is mapped by the natural projection p into a nowhere dense set in §

which is then mapped by the biholomorphic A into a nowhere dense set

This follows directly from Propositions 3.7 and 3.6.

Next we already know that the biholomorphic map A|j(

induces a lifting isomorphism A :

We now extend this isomorphism

) and

£ p x p x y
p uniquely to an isomorphism between

Lemma 3.9 A| j4 : ̂ j •* g

maps nowhere dense sets of

isomorphism

-1is a biholomorphic map and its inverse A

into nowhere dense sets of J[ . Then the

extends to a unique isomorphism.

(3.10)

The proof of Lemma 3.9 may be found in [9] (see also [3] and [1]).

He now want to extend r*:0(& N) -+$'(8 ) to an epimorphism r*

between 777 (&N) and 3^7(j§ ). Such a restriction epimorphism in general

does not exist in domains, manifolds on which meromorphic functions exist

only locally. Polydisc domains carry both 'global' holomorphic as well as

meromorphic functions/sections. Therefore we do have the following

extension lemma.

Lemma 3.10 The restriction epimorphism

(9(8
P

extends to a restriction epimorphism

(3.. 113

The proof of this result is given in general for Stein manifolds

in [4].

Finally by combining (3.10) and (3.11) we obtain the desired raero-

morphic analogue of (3.6) as the ensuing sequence:
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a i 2 )

This induces an analogous sequence for the TTf's as

~

It is the sequence (3.13) together with some modified version of the

'marker' from (3.9) that conveys the information essential for proving

Theorem 1.4.

Proof of Theorem 1.4 K is a compact holomorphically convex set in X and

^ is a neighbourhood of K and so 3 p ' : 0 < p ' < p such that

K c $ , cc: $ . Let Kj - A(K) e g ,, the latter being closed in A^, .

Now from (3.13) for each f t ^ ' ( g ^ ) , 3 F £ m'(fy such

that on § under the isomorphism A* we get

F - f » A-1 (3.14)

For such an F £ 777'(4N) according to Theorem 2.3 3 {^Jj, a sequence

of (u, v) ISA to F at 0 where v is fixed and determined by the non-

homogeneous normalized polynomial that determines the polar set of F over

iN. Thus
P

1) as u' = min (u.) -* "

Zdr"1* fl iK •+ Z(F"1) fl AN (3.15)

2) given E > 0, 3 NQ such that u' > NQ

II F - Tt.,,|| (3.16)

To prove the first part, we appeal to (3.9) of Proposition 3.6

and then make use of (3.15) and of the fact that A" - P is locally homeo-

morphic and therefore commutes with the limit to give

-i
1

z«r (3.17)
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The first part of the theorem will follow provided vie can make

the appropriate identification in the tight wing of (3.17).

To deal with the second part, we simply tackle (3.16) directly

which becomes upon substituting (3.14)

from which we obtain

- T II , < E
vv Aocnzcr"1)

Now let fa =

WV W C F - A ) ' 1 )

(|1 ) is a meromorphic function not necessarily

A » f. With these substitutions the desiredrational, where m = u1; F •

result is proved.

In conclusion, we remark that since we only used the sequence (3.13)

to obtain our result and (3.12) exists in full bloom, it should be possible

to extend the results to general meromorphic functions in future.
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